Name: Ortho Bisland.
Name Pronunciation: [ORTH-oh BIZZ-lind].
Middle Name: Linares. [Lee-NAH-rez].
Titles (From highest to lowest): Lesser vespercestor. Grand
enchanted architect. Magister of Sanguinati magic. President of
the Mystic City Preservation Society.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: Graven Dust.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Magister of Sanguinati magic.

Address: Mystic Steeples, Severance, Hoopenfangia.
Date & Place of Birth: Wrathestan, Hoopenfangia.
Height/Weight/Physical Description: 5’ 11’’. Athletic build. He has cornrow
braids on the sides of his head, a sculpted goatee, and fierce eyes.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Severance, Hoopenfangia. / Black.
Friends' Names & Occupations: Lesser Vespercestor Yma Le Breton.
Social Class: High.
Ortho Quote: “It’s who you know.”
Occupation/Employer: Mystic Steeples.
Magic Specialties: Enchanted architect. Ortho envisions and designs additions
to Mystic Steeples and other properties owned by the vespercestors.
Magic Wand and Staff: Ortho uses a black mesquite wand that is just under
sixteen inches. His magic staff is six foot long and is made of black mesquite
wood as well. Both his staff and his wand have opals embedded in the carvings.
Salary: High.
Community Status: Unsteady at times.
Ortho Quote: “Even though I’m traditional in my Sanguinati beliefs and all, I
think it’s okay to be nice to the Nizzertits — at least. I’ve caught flak for it
though, like when Houmas McRaven smacked his wand over my head in the Hall
of Consumptions, just because I was having lunch with a Nizzertit.”

Job-Related Skills: Talented, hardworking, and easy going, Ortho oversees
designs and additions to Mystic Steeples, and he oversees design aspects of
pomp and ceremony.
Political Beliefs/Affiliations: Traditional Sanguinati.
Hobbies/Recreations: Playing poker with Tarot cards. He oversees
architectural designs and additions to Mystic Steeples. President of the Mystic City
Preservation Society.
Tastes:
Food and drink: Spicy and strong.
Art: He loves art and museums.
Music: All kinds.
Literature: Ortho enjoys reading magazines at newsstands, but he won’t buy the
copies he reads, he buys the unwrinkled copies.
Décor: Ornate architecture.
Clothing: Fine clothing.
Voice: Ortho often uses ambiguous sentences and expressions.
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